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Lobos .Los.e Two Games Art

As Season

Exhibit Slated
Finally .Closes For 8-State Area

EXCEPTIONAL OPPORTUNITY FOR

THE VOICE OF THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

The UNM basketball team closed the worst seasons in UNM basket· Th
th M"d A
.
A
.
1
k d 11 h" t
Th L 0 b fi . h d th
e seven
1 • mencan
n1ts lo~g season. ast wee en ba IS o_ry.
e
os nts e · e nual Exhibition, sponsored jointly
w1th a pa1r ?f Skyhne conference season w1th a mark ~f 5-21 for the by the Nelson Gallery and the Kan"
losses tp Bngham Young, 67-41, year and a 1-13 Skylme conference sas City Art Institute, will be held
and uyJh State, 69-61.
Last yeaz: the L~bos had a from May 2 to June 2.
·
BYU's Cougars kept their
of 6-16, With 5•9 m the con- The exhibition is open to all m·t·
plac~ standing the ~kyline by de. . .
ists in Missouri, Kansas, Iowa, New
featmg· the Lobos F1·1day at
Wolfpack, vwt1m1zed by Mexico Oklahoma Nebraska Coloand clinched the title ·
losses in the last five weeks rado a~d Arkans~s. Works ~ill be
night by dropping Denver,
the season, was winless since sele;ted by.a nationally-known jury
The Lobos opened with their
5 when it. dropped Colorado in the media of painting sculpture
70-62, in an overtime game drawings, and prints,t '
'
stalling, ball control style of
but the 'Cats fast break
at
A $500 first prize will be awarded
a 12·2 lead in the first six minutes The UNM basketball squad se't for the best wo1•k in the exhibition
for a BYU lead that was
a new school record of 11,000 miles exclusive of medium. An additional
travel on the road, but the Lobos $1600 is available for purchase
headed.
only able to win two of the 16 awards to be added to the MidThe halftime score was 32·12
the cellar-dwelling Wolfpack
contests: Besides Colorado American collection.
A&M, the Lobos managed wins Inquides and requests fo1· entry
unable to stop Harry Anderson
John Benson from hitting 14
ove1· New Mexico A&M, 64·62 and blanks should be sen,t to the Execu·
12 points respectively. Benson
76-66; West Texas State, 88-78 in tive Secretary, Mid-American An·
25 points against the Lobos in an •overtime; and Murray State nual Exhibition, 4625 Oak St.,
previous game at Albuquerque.
~ ~'o;i7;ii9;;;;-7;i2;;.;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;K;;a;;n;;;s;;a;;s;;C;;;;i;;ty;;,;;;;M;;o;;.;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
With seven minutes gone in the 1
second half, BYU coach Stan Watts
benched his regulars and put in his
IT'S FOR
. ... by
reserves to defend a 48-18 lead.
Benson left the game with 18
points to pace the winners, followed by Anderson with 16.
Guard Lindy Lanier was the only
Lobo to score in the double figures,
gathering a 16-point total. · ·
The end of the long road came
Saturday night at Logan,
Utah State handing the Lobos
13th straight loss by 69-61. T , _ _,_,
Lanier again was high point man
for the Wolfpack with 22 points,
DREAM GIRL
but Ted Smith, Harold Theus, and
Ed Lockyer all hit over 10 points
for the Utags to take up the slack.
Both teams hit 50 points from
the field, but the Aggies took advantage of 17 personal fouls called
on the Lobos to sink 19 of 28 free
uMy ideal gal has got to be
throws. UNM converted 11 of 13
From four foot six to six foot three!
free chances gained on only seven
And I insist, my ideal queen
Utag fouls. ,
Be plump or slim or in-between.
The pair of losses ended one of
Redhead, brunette, or blonde" •• ,. said he,
"I won't complain if she's a she."
o~t

Jazz Music Course
Offered This Year

~

c~~ster Fiel~

~'

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS

'

:.:...,_

CIVIL ENGINEERS

America's fastest-growing electric utility would like to
match its opportunity against your ambition and training.
Excellent starting salary, unlimited future, extraordinary
employee benefit program.

...
INTERVIEWS ON MARCH 11, 1957

SOUTHERN

•

..

'

QUAI.I f IC AT IONS:

Bolwoen 20·27, 5'2" lo 5'8", l
weigh bttweon 100 an.! 135
2 years colla.-, or oqulvaltflf
In business ••P4rlonce, cle«
complexion, good vision wilhaj
out g1asa.tJ, unmarried.

lbs.,l

..

-·!I;>

A~POINTMENT

NOWI

L-----

BURROUGHS
CORPORATION
'

a worldwide leader in the manufacture of business
machines, electronic computers, data processing
systems and other electronic equipment for both
industry and defense •• ,

WILL OFFER YOU EXCEPTIONAL
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES HERE ON

MARCH 19, 1957
See or phone your college placement

and

·

R0 bert t 0 8e p•1ano S0 IOIS
•t
W'" t h u •verstty
• 0 rchestra

Conversion of Dorm
Is Be.Jng Completed

nI

AUd•1ence IScQQI
T0 R0dey Dramo

Mesa Vista Dorm
W•ll G" 'BI ast'

ACCESSORIES

Sales •
representattves

b0f 8Hungortons
•
f•IndLDCCII HOmes

rd

office now for your appointment.

Complete rental service of
the latest model tuxedos and
accessodes.

ships are now available in Dean
1
Clauve's
office.
·
N
c
·
Some of the tools used by the
.
•
Orman ousms, editor of Th e
·1'
.
•
d t t'
.11 b
The pr1zes are $500, $250, tnree Saturday Review, will speak in Al·
po 1ce m cnnle e e: wn Wl . e $100 awards, an~ 100 prizes of buquerque March 13 under the ausamong the featured d1splays d~rmg either a $25 Savmgs ~ond o~ a pices of tne Univel·sity of New
the open house of the chem1stry $45 starter set of ste1·hng, chma, Mexico Program Sedes.
department at the University Fri- and c1·ystal.
Tickets for Cousins' lecture are
day and Saturday.
The contest is open to any regu- now available through the UniAlbuquerque and state police larly enrolled wo~an student at versity's Student Affairs office. and •
.
.
' UNM and the entr1es must be post· will be on sale at the door. Univeralong w1th the Bernahllo county marked p1ior to midnight, March sity students will be admitted to
she1iff's department will demon- 31, 1967.
the program on their activity
strate how radar is used to catch The competition consists of writ- tickets.
speeders, the intdcacies of finger ing an essay explaini~g why the Cousins has been the editor of
printing and how plaster molds and student prefe~s a partwular Reed The Saturday ~evie>y si~ce J!'ebrucasts are used in c:rime detection. and Barton S1lver. pattern. Sami!le ary, 1940. Durmg h1s tlme m the
Th
h . t
d
tment has patterns of the s1lver are on d1s- job he has expanded the magazine
. . e c emls. ry epar
play in Dean Clauve's office.
from a purely literary weekly into
mv1ted the sc1ence departments of
a journal dealing with ideas and
the Albuquerque high schools to
development k>f our national cuiparticipate in the event and they
ture. The Saturday Review under
will present se~eral demonstrations
9ousins' guidan~e has become a JAYNE GRAVES, 18 ye:ar-old frE~shmum
on h1gh explos1ves.
JOurnal attemptmg to relate the land, holds one of the more than 300 1956 Mirages which are
Displays showing the workings
moral and political conditions of waiting to be claimed in room 216 of the Journalism building. The
the world to the works
Mirages
available
to students
last tickets,
year's activity
ticket
of physical and organic chemistry
d hof· writers
ff t
or for $4 are
to those
students
withoutwith
activity
Jane is in
the
8
will be presented by _the departand other artists a~ t eJr e ec
College of Education and a member of Pi Beta Phi. (Staff photo)
ment. The open house 1s sponsored
on I1Uman growth m the world. 1-:::::.=~-=-====::..;::::.::....::...::::..::.::.:.:.::....:.:_:_:__::__:.:.::::.::.._.:_:__ __:__ __:__
each year as a means of interest.
.
.
.
Largely because of the guidance
.
ing more high school students in S,tx of the elght Hunganans who and editorials of Cousins the magaentering the scientific fields when arnved
he:e two
ago have zme
· h as t ak en the po s·t·
found housmg
of a weeks
more permanent
1 10n tha t the
they reach colle?e. .
type than they have been used to ~o~ld is l~rgely a human o,ne and
Other attractiOn~ scheduled for dm·ing the last few months.
lt lS malls duty to m.ake. lt a fit
the two-day event mclude an hour. .
place for human hab1tat1on. The
long movie about the sun, glaSS• !hree .u~~ fratermtleS and one best known of Cousins! articles
blowing, a miniature cannon for private mdJVJdual ~ave offered to along this line is the widely t•e. ,present for many years m
. the muswal
.
. . Hungarians.
.
publ"1s,hed «u
!uOdern Man I s Ob - The UNM Orchestra w1ll
cen·
th e ch1'ldr en t o s hoo t , and h ow t o sponsor the
freeze a soft banana or golf ball Fra.termties. spon:sori~g stu~e~ts solete. '
the thh·d concert in the Choral- ters of Europe. It has been one of
solid in a matter of seconds 'vith are S1gma Chl, Whleh ~s. provJ_dm~ His most recent work on man's Orchestra series of 1966-57 March the most popular concertos in
low-temperature liquid air.
. room ~nd board fS~r Nlluta ~'Ihlha~- place and duties in the world is 17, at 4 p.m. in Carlisle .gymnasiun1. music literature.
1
The event is open to the pubhc, lovs~~! Kappa ~g.fa, d'~hlc I 18 "Who Speaks for Man?" The book Students will be admitted to the The movements of the Concerto
and the department especially in- ~oVl mg
Dn Ita o;f t or h-a~ received very. favorable reviews program on activity tickets.
in E Minor altel'l!ate between lyd1e a, w IC from The New York Times and
1 e
vites all high school science stu- . agy; a~.
The program will include wot·ks cal and brilliant musical passages,
dents to attend. The exhibits and ~ .pro.vtdl~g S ro~m.s Sfor George othe1· American ~ewsp.apet·s .. Adl~i by Weber,, Barber, Chopin, an~ Lie- with the second movement being
a~ OI . tpos. . .
Stevenson has sa1d of tt, "Wtth .hts hermann. The orchestra Wlll be romantic, calm and partly melandisplays will be in the chemistry OIOCSl an
building and will be open from 7 Mrs. Sam Mmces lS furmshmg passionate co~cern for mankmd, under the direction of Kurt Fted· choly. Chopin named this second
to 10 Friday night and from g to 12 room and board fo~ Barnabas Bel- his logical mmd, and one of the erick and George Robert will ap· movement "Romance." Chopin himSaturday morning,
lagh and Istvan K1ss,
finest literary talents of today, pear as piano soloist.
self wrote of this part of the conDean of Men Howard Mathany, Norman Cousins has filed a for- The feature number of the pro- certo, "It is intended to convey the
who is taking care of the housing midable brief in the case for en· gram will be the Chopin Piano impression which one receives when
Concerto in E Minor, with Robert the eye rests on a beloved landarrangements, said that he hopes forceable world law."
to find pet·manent housing for the In 1965 Cousins represented The at the piano. This concerto was scape that calls up in one's soul
two remaining Hungarian students Saturday Review at the Asia-Africa written when Chopin was twenty beautiful memot·ies."
in the very near future.
Conference in Indonesia. His ac· years old and was played by him Rolf Liebe!·mann's Concerto for
l\iathany said that he knew noth· counts of that conference were
Jazz Band and Symphony Orchesing of the two Hungarian girls who broadcast direct from the confertra another major work on the
Marron Hall, fonner women's had previously been rumored to be ence site at Bandung. While in
prdgram, represents an attempt to
donn is being converted into a on their way to UNM.
Asia he also visited the principal
,
introduce the elements of jazz into
perm~nent office building and will It is the feeling of both the Hun- theatres of crisis in that troubled
symphonic works.
In w1iting his work Liebennann
be ready for occupancy within the garians and their instructors that area.
next two or three weeks.
by living in fraternity houses and In 1951 Cousins visited India
used two orchestras to accompilsh
Moving to the new offices will be private i:Jo~es they 'vill learn to wh~re he. had ~ num~e~ of converthis merger of the two forms of
the College of Nursing, department speak English much faster.
sat10ns w1th Pl'Hlle l\llmster Jawarmusic. A jazz orchestra plays the
of geography, department of math- The eight students are presently harlal N~hru. The texts .of the~e The Devil's Disciple opened last jazz parts of the piece, while symematics, School of Inter-American kept ~msy attending E n g 1i s h conversations were pu~hshed 1n night at Rodey theater under the phonic orchestra provides interaffairs, The University Press, and· classes. Four times a week they at. bo?k fonn under the title "Talks direction of Edwin Snapp with the ludes and joins the jazz orchestra
the Rocky 1\'Iountain Range Experi- tend English structure classes and W1th Nehru."
first night audience apparently in the end of the piece to play the
ment Station which also includes a vocabulary and reading classes, Cousins was presented the feeling that the show was compe- popular South American dance
laboratory.
and once a week they attend a Thomas .Jefferson Award :for Ad- tent but the overall reaction was rhythm of the mambo.
The other two works on the proThe departments and schools are special speech and pronunciation va~cem?nt of Dem?cracy in J ?ur- a cool. one.
moving from barracks and the class.
nahsm m 1948 and m 1961 rece1ved Whtle Shaw wrote a melodrama gram will be the overture to Carl
Inter-American Affairs building In the afternoons they are free the annual Tuition Plan award of set in Pudtan New England, there Maria von Weber's opera "Oberwhich is to be torn down soon. The to take physical education courses the Educational W1iters of Amer- were few laughs per square act. non " written between 1824 and
University has not decided who will or other courses according to their ica for his work on the Connecticut The ·reason for this seemed to be 182G and performed for the first
fill the vacated barraclts buildings interests, such as art, drawing or fact-finding Commission on Edu· lack of timing and Shaw. Some of time in London in 1826 and Samuel
at this time.
math.
cation.
the cast was deep in tragic drama Barber's "Adagion for Strings,"
Cousins is President Emeritus while others were enjoying the which was first performed in New
.
. 1 • York in 1938 by the NBC Orchestra
of the United World Federalists, melodrama.
which is working for a stronger . Bob Gastaldo, as the J?evJl s ~hs- under the direction of the late ArUnited Nations and world law. He c1ple, made th~ revolution enJo~- turo Toscanini.
is also the vice-president of P.E.N., able though at tJmes he had to wmt .
the world organization of editors, for the rest of the cast. The charwriters and publishers.
.
acter.parts wel·e all well handled,
• '
t
· .h d
cspec1a1ly the characters played by
Cousms lee ure lS sc e uled for F d Thorn son Harold Bramm
e.L
8:15, p.m., 1\'Iarch 1~, in t!Je. UniBob B~rro~ghs. The British
0
U
vers1ty Student Umon bmldmg. an
. · d to be aware of th e me10 " The seventh annual spaghetti
all seeme
drama while the "Americans" were dinner will be held by the Newman
not so sure. ,..
.
..
Club and the Italian Women's Club
I'
~s
~
play
m
celebrat10n
~f
Inof AlbuqUel'que Sunday, March 17,
1
ter~at1onal Theater Mo~th, the from 4•8 p.m. at the Newman
·•I
I
IVe
chmce of Shaw's play d1dn't gen- Center
l·
•
erate much international warmth.
· .
.
.
Mesa Vista donn will sponsor a The Puritans were funny only in Student co-cha1rmen m charge
I\ 'a~£f
, "Spring Blast" for the s~udent their narrowness and didn't seem of the ~in?er are Betty June Gro~s
! ~
\
'
#,.j body Saturday, March. 9, m the to enjoy their parts as much as and Patt1e, Tat~. The Women s
....- .;.?j ~U~ J;~nllroom. The e~tlre campus Shaw did. The audience was much Club com~1.ttee lS headed by ~r~.
L_.~llL ,_~:
~...... .
LEAVING TODAy .for the Border Olympics at Laredo, Tex., are IS mVJted, dorm presldent Wayne like the Puritans and seented glad C. Domemcl and Mrs. S. BarbJerl.
(left to right) Duster Quist, Orlen Coupland and Stan Bazant. Wolf said.
to get off so lightly. The audience, The charge is $1.25 for adult
Dress will be informal and the Shaw and the cast may wat•m up as plates and 75 cents for children
Quist will compete in the ja'Velin throw, Coupland will enter the
shot put and discus competition and Bazant will compete in the UNM Fanfare band will play. The the week goes on, but yesterday plates. Tickets are available froin
shot put e'Vent, The track meet will be held tomorrow and Saturday. dance will be held from 9-12 and two curtain calls were about all Newman Club members or the
(Stall' photo)
admission will be by activity ticket. the play :r.ated.
~RER- chaplains at the Center.

JO::.

''

Latest Model

'SatUrday Review'
Editor Will Speak
Ba~!~i~t~~~s c;:pet?uo:es~~of:r~ Wednesday Night

Silver Contest
Offers Prizes
To U Women

I

--

To obtain a divorce in Massachusetts one must be a resident of
that state for at least five years.

TUXEDOS

• •

Seeing new and exciting places, meeting
Interesting, prominent people, is a part of
your everyday life as a TWA Hostess.
You'll enjoy the wonderful world o£ flying il
you can qualify for this exciting, rewarding
career. Fly the Finest ••• Fly with TWA.
Check the qualifications below. We invite
you to apply now for Hostess Training
Classes starting ln June and July.

.

Top jazz musicians will teach a
three-week course in jazz at Lenox,
Mass., starting August 12.
Enrollment will be limited to 40
musicians and 20 auditors (nonplaying students). 1\'Iusicians will
be required to pass auditions or to
submit attested tape-recordings or
$50 far every phil<isophical verse a=pteil for publkarecords to qualify for entrance.
Further infonnation will be fur- ·;:)tion. Clwsterfie!d, P.O. Box 21, New York 46, N.Y.
nished by Stephanie Barber, the · ouaa•ttA:Ifrva'l'okccoCo.
School of Jazz, Inc., Lenox, Mass.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~llllli!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~

MAKE

'

CALIFORNI.~. COMPANY

.Complete Your Education with Travel

MORAL: Dreaming's fine-but you
want to smoke for real. So get beiliind
a Chesterfield. That's flavor, man!
That's aroma! Speak up and say
Chesterfield-and take your pleasure
BIG. Packed more smoothly by
ACCU•RAY, it's the smoothest
tasting smoke joday!
Smoke for~ ••• smoke Chesterfield!

RENT

Exhibit Features
Crime Detection,
High Explosives

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERS

No. 65

Thursday, March 7, 1957

Vol. 60

. MECHANICAL ENGINEERS

5

R~AL!

NEW MEXICO LOBO

it

A rewarding future with a rapidly expanding firm for men with
a good eduMtional background. You will be looked up to in
your community, valuable to business leaders for help in solving
their figuring, accounting and systems problems. An initial
development program along with "continued training multiply
your opportunities for success. You get a good starting salary
with income scaled to rise as you sell in your own elCclusive
territory. Every opportunity ia yours to enjoy tho pleasures of
success early.

-
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Spaghetti Dinner
Q pen t St d enTS
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Three c·lnderme'n
•

·

nter 0lympics
T 0 8e Re Ieased by U Press E

.

some that should eclipse the Border
Olympics record of 40.9. If Morrow
enters sprint competition, he will
face a 9.4 ~ark in the 100-yard
dash and 20.0 in the 220.
Southern, second in the 400-

meter hurdles at the Olympic
games, will run the 120-yard high.
hurdles at Laredo. Mashburn is favor~d ~o break the present Border
Olympics 440-yard dash record,
which now stands at 48 seconds.

..

Applications Ready·
For Scholarships

r'

, eet•tng
Ba t s H ld M
I H II f H k

Doris Day Will Star
In Movie at SUB

HAIR GROOM
TONIC

)

taste even better. Light up

Philosophers Set
Greek Symposium
A symposium on Greek culture
will be held this evening at 8 in
room 122 Mitchell Hall. The group
will be moderated by Prof. Hubert
Alexander, department of philosophy, chairman.
Participating on the panel will
be Prof. John Tatsch!, department
of art, Prof. Thomas MacAdoo, department of :modern and classical
languages, and Prof. Melborne
Evans, department of philosophy.

Six Are Initiated
Six new m,embers were initiated

to Gamma Rho chapter of Kappa

Psi, professional honorary pharmacy fraternity, Friday. The new
:members are~ William Eichman,
Norman Strain, tarry Hall, Louis
Ma, John Pleug and Joe Jacobs.

Alpha Kappa Psi announced that
ten business administration majors
have been pledged to the honorary
for tile second semester. They are
Paul Luke, J. R. Jenson, Joseph
Lewis, Don Miller, Gilbert Apodaca,
Jim Coggins, Vernon Lattin, Marshall Montana, and Robert Baker.

a Lucky

yourself. You'll say it's the best-tasting cigarette you ever smoked!

GARE:TTES

•

~...§

WHAT IS .AN ANGRY BUTCHE)If

WHAT IS A NOISY POUTICAL MEETlNGt

WHAT IS'A o/Olf IN SHE£P'S CLOTHING!

BOARD. NEAR SANDIA
BASE.
JAMES POWELL;
ALA DANA

Cleaver Heaver

JAMES BUTLER,

Raucous CaucUfl

eostoll coLL.

WHAT IS FAKE CLASSICAL MUSIC t

PHONE 6-8671

MARTHA IACHNER,
IIADCLIFPE

WHAT IS A HUG IN HOLlANI>f

~-------···------------•
I
'

1

YOUR JUNIOR YEAR
IN NEW YORK?

.
JENNINGS,

U. OF H. CAROI.INA

MANUFACTURING
Chemists
Mathematicians
Civil Engineers
Mechanical Engineers

ALL AGES. ALSO WILL

SOPHOMORES

HO~LY

a

HOME- ANY TIME-

'

siulm Lamb

SHELL offers qualified engineering graduates a great
variety of challenging opportunities. In the la.rge and
diversified Shell organization engineering personnel have
unlimited scope in progressive. basic industry. All Shell
companies operate on the principle of "Promotion from
Within," offering comprehensive on-the-job and off-thejob development programs to prepare personnel for posi•
lions of increasing responsibility. Shell engineers employ
the skills and knowledge of virtually every branch of the
engineering and technical sciences in producing and marketing a wide variety of petroleum derivatives.

SHELf. OIL CO.

CHILD CARE IN MY

WHAT IS A HOPPED-UP GONOOlAt

MAKE$25

We'll pay $25 for every Stickler we
print-and for hundreds more that
never get used! So start Sticklingthey'resoeasyyoucan think of dozens
in seconds! Sticklers are simple riddles
with two-wordrhyminganswers.Both
words must have the B!llile number of
sylla.blea. (Don't do drawings.) Send
'em all with your name, 'address,
collegeandclasstoHappy-Joe-Lucky,
Box 67A, Mount Vernon, N. Y.

POSITIONS
NOW OPEN

STUCK FOR DOUGH?

~START STICKLING!

TE£jDNI£jAL
GRADUATES
and
ENGINEERS!

Ten Are Pledged

nothing but fine, mild, naturally goodtasting tobacco that's TOASTED to

PHARMACY

.I

Ticket!! for the Rodey Theater
production "The Devil's Disciple"
are on sale at the theater between
2 and 5 p.m. and in the Student
Union Building from 10-11 and 12-1
Monday through Friday.
The production opened last night
for eight per£ormances March 6-9
:md 13-16. Students can reserve
tickets with their activity tickets.

when it comes to taste. That's because a Lucky is all cigarette • • •

c

Dr. Alexander Masley, chairman
of art education at the University
of New Mexico, will speak to a
regional meeting of public school
teachers Friday in Amarillo, Texas.
The meeting will be · in the
Stephen F. Austin junior high
school. Speaking to teachers from
over the Panhandle of Texas, Dr.
:Masley will discuss "Developing
and Retaining Creativity in Children.''

Tickets on Sale
For Rodey Play

canfillthatgap!TakeoutyourLuckies
-and you're in for a Twilight Highlight! Luckies are out of this world

The Junior Intra-fraternity Counelected Bob Garcia, Kappa
Sigma, president at their meeting
, Wednesday.
John Duffy, Pi Kappa Alpha, was
elected vice-president, with Allan
JleNamee, Sigma Alpha Epsilon,
secretary, and Jim Bone, Sigma
Chi, treasurer.

Masley to Attend
Regional Meeting

CARMEL'S

ing for dark? Cheer up , •. now you

cil

Cadet William Krieger has b~en
selected Air Force ROTC Airman
of the Month for M3.rch, the AFROTC announced. Ktieger will be
given a ride in a T-33 jet in recognition of his award.
Krieger is a ft·eshman ma~oring
in social studies from New York
City. He is editor of the AFROTC
newspaper and a member of Alpha
Phi 01;1:1ega, and the Inter-Religious
Council .
---------

A panel of seniors from Highland high school will discuss "What
I think about our high school curriculum" at a meeting of the Student Education Assn. The meeting
will be March 12 at 3 p.m. in the
North-South lounge of the SUB.
Plans will be made for the state
SEA convention at Highlands University April 5-6. The delegates
from UNM will lead a discussion
group. on discipline in secondary
schools.
A get-acq~ainted per!od wi)I precede the busmess meetmg with re. .
freshments being served. Education Apphcat10n blank~ for D~lta
majors and faculty members are Delta Delta scho~arship_s amounting
invited to attend.
to $300 are available In the Dean
of Women's office.
The $100 scholarships are
0
awarded annually to a non-sorority
GROOM TONIC
member, a sorority member and a
n a S 0
0 Ona member of the Tri-Delta chapter.
There were some bats in the girls Deadline for returning the applicadorm Saturday. No, it was not a t1on~ to the Dean of Women•s-ofconvention of house mothers at fice IS March 18.
--------Hokona, but instead about 12 furry •
little .live bats somehow found their
way mto the halls of the dorm.
The b.ats we.re ?iscovered about
9 p.m. m Zum wmg and the re"
IN. UNBREAKABLE
sponse was immediate, the bats
~ullaby !>f Broadway" starri~g
scared the girls and the girls Doris .Day IS the. scheduled movie
PLASTIC!
scared the bats. All involved ran or ~or th1s Sunday mght to be shown
flew in different directions. As the m the SUB. at 7:30 p.m.. .
Grooms your hair while it tr~ats your
bats are not available for comment, . The mus1~al comedy IS m techit is not known who was the most mcolor and IS free of charge to all
scalp. Controls loose dandruff. 1.00
terrified, the bats or the girls.
UNM students. SUB food fac.ilities
PIUS IOIC
The minute-man sphit prevailed open at. 5:80 p.m. Sunday pr10r to
SHULTON New York • Toronto
and a flying squad of girls armed the movie.
with brooms soon dispatched the
--------furry invaders and turned them Positions Available
back into the night from whence Positions with the Los A n g e l e s l - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' they came. C?ne l~st ~old-?ut was Council of Girl Scouts are availfound last mght m Z1a wmg, but able this summer. Women desiring
the bat. squad was s~n.t fo; and he information, concerning staff posiwas qmckly sent to Jom. h1s !Jrot~- tions at various Girl Scout camps
·
SPECIAL-$1.25 Dorothy Gray
ers •. As of now, the s.1tuabon IS in the Los Angeles area should
. All OLD SPICE
d t
constdered to be w~ll m hand, a contact the Dean of Women's of•
pro uc 8
Lipsticks 2 for $1.25
bleary-eyed co-ed said.
fice for further information and
available at
RUSSELL STOVER CANDIES
application blanks.
3001 Monte Vista NE

,.

Jr. Intra-Fraternity
Picks New Officers.

Krieger Selected·
Cadet of Month

Will Head Meeting

PATRONIZE LOBO ADVERTISERS

"Steinbeck and His Critics" is Southern California and. a wellbeing released this week by the known D. H. Lawrence scholar, Dr. Three mem~et•s of ~he UNM tr~c~ ----------------.------~-----
University of New Mexico Press. Tedlock is at present chah'lnan of squa~ left this mormng t? partiCIEdited b Dr. E.
Tedlock, Jr. the UNM committee sponsot~g pate m ~he Border Olympics, to be
YV
W'
k
f. the Eng- the D. H. Lawrence Fellowship held Fnday and Saturday at Laan d Dr. C. • tc er o
d
.
.
'd redo Tex.
lish Department at the University, ~ . The fe1lowshtp w~ll pr~Vl e
•
.
EXCEPTIONAL OPPORTUNITY FOR
the new book is a compilation of hVlllg quarters for creative wnters Lobo trac~men Buster Qmst, Ortwenty-three critical essays about at the Taos mnch of Lawrence, now len Coupland, and Stan Bazant, acnovelist John Steinbeck plus six owned by the University of New companied by track coach Roy
'
Mexico.
Johnson, are entered in the meet,
articles by him.
.
•
.
Dr. C. V. Wicker, joint editor of the nation's first major outdoor
Stembeck IS the promment au- "Steinbeck and His Critics " has track meet of the season. UNM is
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS
thor
of such
successful
.
' ·
·
"T rtiH
Fl t,
"Th Gnovels asf held teachmg
posts at the Umverone of a d ozen sch oo1s entere· ·d m
0
0 th .~ "Tha p'
d sity of the Philippines, University the university division, which in1' ., ?'Of raMpes
W
MECHANICAL ENGINEERS
ra
'
e
ear
Ice
an
.
•ty of c1udes sueh ent nes
.
M ,
d "E t f Ed .,
of P'tt
I sb urgh , an d. U niversi
as def end'mg
en, an
as 0
en.
Michigan. He is co-author of the champion Oklahoma A&M, Texas,
Sub-titled "A Record of Twenty- book "College Composition " and and Georgia Tech.
CIVIL ENGINEERS
Five Years," the book is t~e stor;r co-tr~nslator of "Three s;anish- A field of more than 80 univer. of wha.t happened to Stemb?ck s American Poets." In 1952 he pub- sities, colleges, and high schools,
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERS
rep'::'tat1on a~ong the profess10nal lished "Edward young and the with better than 1000 contestants,
Cl'ltics, accordmg to Dr. Tedlock. Fear of Death," a scholarly mono- threaten a half dozen records.
Seventeen critics 1·epresented in graph.
·
Olympic stars Bobby Mon·ow, Ed"Steinbeck and His Critics" include The two author-editors have die Southern, and J. W. Mashburn
America's fastest-growing el!'lctric utility would like to
such noted authors as Joseph War- written a 41-page introduction to are expected to better existing
match its opportunity against your ambition and training.
ren Beach, Lewis Gannett, Stanley "Steinbeck and His Critics," in- sprint and hurdle marks.
Excellent starting salary, unlimited future, extraordinary
Edgar Hyman, J o s e ph W o o d tended to be a complete thesaurus. The Lobo entries, with only
Krutch, and Burton Rascoe. In of criticism on the works of one of three weeks practice behind them,
employee benefit program.
choosing the articles, the editors America's great writers. They sub- will limit their participation to the
surveyed a vast amount of pub- mitted page proofs to John Stein- field events. Quist is entered ~n the
lished material about Steinbeck and beck, who reported that the book javelin throw, Bazant in the shot
his novels, plays, and short stories. gave him "the pleased but uneasy put, and Coupland is slated for
INTERVIEWS ON MARCH 11. 1957
The authors assembled their an- feeling of reading my own epi- both the shot put and the discus
thology from widely scattered taph.''
throw, The three-man contingent
sources including such leading lit- "Steinbeck and His Critics" pre- comprises the first UNM team ever
crary magazines as the "Saturday cedes the publication of Steinbeck's to enter the event.
Review," "College English," and newest novel. Due in April, it is a Splinter Morrow is expected to
the "Antioch Review.'' One of the satire entitled "The Short Reign of confine his talents to the Abilene
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA. COMPANY
articles, "Steinbeck, or the Limits Pippin IV," and has been selected Christian College relay teams. Be
of the Impersonal Novel," was by the Book of the Month Club.
anchors the ACC 440-yard fourtranslated from the French especially for the book by Francois
Gourier of the Modern Language
Department of UN:M.
Several of the articles have never
before appeared in print. A new
biography of John Steinbeck was
written especially for this book and
was checked by him and his wife
before publication. Two items by
Steinbeck are new. One is a "Rationale" on why and how he writes.
"In writing," says Steinbeck, "perhaps we hope to achieve companionship."
Dr. Tedlock, who teaches courses
in contemporary liter.ature at UNM,
is the author of "The Frieda Lawrence Collection of D. B. Lawrence
ASTRONOMERS! Long sunsets make
Manuscripts," published by the
you impatient? Do you hate standing
University Press in 1948. Holder of
the Ph.D. from the University of
around, twirling your telescope, wait-
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Curriculum Talks
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EXPLORATION & PRODUCTION
Mechanical Engineers
Electrical Engineers
Chemical Engineers
Civil Engineers
Geological Engineers
Geologist (M. 5.)
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Chemical Engineers·
Civil Engineers
Mechanical Engineers ·
Electrical Engineers
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Published Tueoda7, Tburada7 and Frlda7 of the
unlversltl' 7ear exc6J>t during
bolldayo an dexamlnation periods by the Associated Students·of the Unlverslcy of New
••>;ioo, Entered as oeeond class matter at the post office, Albuquerque, AUJrUBt 1, 1918, .
uder the act of March 8, 1879. Printed by the Unlversitl' l'rlntlnll l'lant. Subocrlptlon
rate, $4.150 for the school year, payable In advance.

.

Editorial and Business office in the Journalism Building. Tel. 3-1428 Spain's greatest living novelist,
·
· Ramon Sender, a •professor at the
University, is the author of a new
llric McCrossen --------------------------------------------Editor bD~ok justMpub.lished bbyl' th~e Hfiouse
.
.
Iana, a extean pu IS mg rm.
Banny Zeft --------------------------------------Manag~ng Editor "Bizancio," a historical novel
lliek French -------------------------------------Business Manager about Byzantium in the 14th cen.
.
.
tury, is Sender's 17th major book,
~efta Ch;rnu~a --------------------------Night Editor Tuesday Issue three of them being hist01·ical
Jerry Brown --------------------------Night Editor '.llliursday Issue novels.
J Ji w· .
N' h
di
'da
· Starting with "Pro Patria." in
u an Ise ----------------------------- Ig t E tor Fn Y Issue 1929, a book dealing with the Spanlarry Grosa -----------------------------------------Sports Editor ish war in Africa, Sender lias proL
dL J
·
B .
.
duced a steady flow of novels
eonar
• ermam ---------------------:------- usmess Supel'Vlsor through the years.
In 1936, he won the National
Member of the Associated Collegiate Press
---- Prize for Literature in Spain with
his "Mister Witt Among the
Rebels," a historical novel dealing
with the first Spanish republic in
Of the 5488 students enrolled at this University, about 1870.
With the advent of Gen. Franco,
500 seem to have the intelligence typical of the average Sender
left Spain largely because
college student. About 50'0 members of the student body of he had espoused the loyalist cause
UNM have taken advantage of the student council spon- in the latter part of 1938. After
pausing briefly in New York, Sensored polio inoculation drive.
\
der went to Mexico where in a
The qrive ends Friday afternoon for those receiving the period of two yeat·s he produced
first shot. The 2500 students who should have taken ad- four important· books,
These included "Chronicle of
vantage of this oppo1·tunity to be immunized against in- Dawn,'t
"A Man's Place," "Dark
fantile paralysis won't be able to squeeze into the •six Wedding," and "Mexicotoyl.'' Mrs.
Sender has edited the Spanish text
remaining hours the infirmary will offer the shots.
and
it is now being used in classes
Nobody but the student stands to .make any money on at the
University of New Mexico.
this campaign. Each student. will save about nine dollars
Oliver LaFarge translated "A
for the first two shots. The one dollar charged for the shots Man's Place" into English. "Dark
has already been transwill go towards defraying the most of extra medical equip- Wedding"
lated into about a dozen European
ment, nurses, and clerks. State medical organizations and languages.
After coming to the University
student government joined to make the polio vaccine
of
New Mexico in 1947, Sender has
available on this campus.
written "The King and Queen,''
If every student would take 15 of the minutes he spends "Sphere," "The Affable Hangman,"
at the SUB and walk down to the infirmary for his shot, and his latest, "Bizancio.''
addition to his two classes at
the drive would be a success. The furthest distance from theIn University,
where he teaches
the infirmary on campus is a three-minute car ride or a contemporary and regional Spanish
13-minute walk, The weather for the next 36 hours is ex- literature, Sender has about six
"in the making" at the
pected to be fair and mild. The personnel and facilities of books
present time.
the infumary will be waiting for each person who has not
He also writes weekly articles
on literary criticism and cultural
received his inoculation.
Do yourself a favor .and get the shots. Fifty y~ars of movements in the United States
for about 40 newspapers throughlife in a wheelchair can be monotonous and so is the phrase out Latin America, Panama, and
"I told you so."
-DOZ-- Mexico.
Prof. Sender has been mentioned
prominently during the past decade
for the Nobel Prize in literature.
Last year the Nobel Prize for literature
went to Juan Ramon JimOld Hokona Hall, UNM's first women's dormitory, and enez, a Spanish
poet now living in

Old Hokona and Kwataka Halls are being torn down to make way·
for automobiles. The names, translated from the Indian, are "the
Virgin Butterfly" and "the Man Eagle." Who would have thought a
virgin and a man would be t•eplaced by automobilea?

''

I

--------~0---------

St. Patrick's Day is nearly upon us. That is the day when engineers celebrate by kissing as many girls as they can and by raising
havoc with the rest of the campus. St. Pat's Day falls on Sunday this
year, but they decided to celebrate on Friday. Anything to make the
rest of the campus miserable.

---------0---------

The engineers claim they have their original "Blarney" stone.
We know different. The stone in their "monument" is a fake. The
origj.nal was stolen by Arts and Science students three years age
and is still in their possession.
---------0'--------

There were bats (the little brown furry kind) in .Hokona Hall the
other night. The new :women's dorm has been called the "Crystal
Palace," "Dean Clauve's Show Case," "the bra," "the rock" and
Hokona Hall. "The Cave" is appropriate now.
·

---------•0---------

The Student Counc~l heard budget requests Tuesday night. Beli~ve it or not, a few g~·oups asked for less money than they had this
year. This should be a good indication.

----------•0---------Coeds living at Hokona r,ecently complained about a ruling imposed by their dorm council which allegedly bans kissing anywhere
in the area of the hall because of complaints of "excessive oculatioa
and cuddling" in the vicinity of the d<>rm. Sounds as though some
bitter, dateless old-maids complained of the fun their sisters are
having. Perhaps the council members themselves made the complaints and the rule.

----------0--------The leadership training conference was held in Santa Fe in JaBuary. Not a word from them, Did they accomplish anything?
----------0---------

A new sidewalk which will lead to the proposed Student Union is
nearing completion, Looks as though some people are still trying to
get students out of their automobiles and on their feet.
---------10---------

Spring elections are about six weeks away. Time to be thinking
about candidates. Students with a 1.3 or better are eligible for office
in the Student Council. Students with the required grade point might
consider running on an independent ticket since there only appeans
to be one political party.

----------•0--------

The state legislature has made up its collective mind about the
proposed college budgets. Apparently their motto is "cut the proposed budgets.'' Perhaps they think education is not necessary.
---------01-------

A six-piece band is coming from Communist East Germany t.
compete with Western German musicians in an international jazz
festival. Will they bring Elvisovich Presleyski to sing the "Vulgar
Boat Song"? a student asked.

---------0•---------

A state senator interrupted the legislature with an unusual point
of order recently. The senator had lost his shoe, Jim Lamb suggested
that the shoe was in the senator's mouth.
--------01------

A Lament •••

Puerto Rico.

Jobs For Engineers
Pay 2or 3Thousand

Employment opportunities for
students in engineering are being
offered by the Board of U. S. Civil
Service Examiners, Army Electronic Proving Ground, Fort Huachuca, Arizona, Salaries range
--EM- from $2960 to $3415 a year.
------------------------------------------------------ Each GS-2 applicant must be
LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS
by Dick Bibler prepared to enroll in an accredited
college or university with a cur-t

The First National Bank in Phoenix has built the world's first
fly-in bank. It takes a banker to get money out of thin air, a student
observed.
•

-------------------------=---------------------------

Deadline Is Fixed Attorney To Speak
For Senior's .Exam To Law Students

Seniors who plan to graduate in The College of Law will hold its
June should sign up for the grad- fifth coffee hour of the year Wednate record examination, a Coun- nesday afternoon at 3 :30 in the
seling and Testing official said Law building, Speaker for the intoday.
..
. .
form':! gathering will be James E.
The deadline for s1gnmg for the Sperhng, local attorney.
exam is today at 4 p.m. in room Sperling's topic will be "Some
100 of. the Counseling and Testing Prac~}cal Problems in Oil and Gas
office m the north-wes~ come~ of Law. Coffee and dough~uts ~ll
the .gym. The exam will be given ~e served at 3:30 and the discussion
Apnl 9 and 10.
1s scheduled to begin at 4.
~--- ·----- -

lirTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

by Dick Bibler

'~~i~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ii~~~~l
I

gree in one of the specialized fields I
of engineering within four months
riculum
leading
to a bachelor's
;
of becoming
a student
trainee. de-: 1
GS.I3 and GS-4 applicants must
meet college educational requirements. All information necessary
to make applications can be found
on bulletin boards in post offices,
state employment offices, and other
public offices. Application forms
can be obtained at post offices or
the office of the U. S. Civil Service Examiners at Fort Huachuca,
Arizona,

c:::;:.

High School Senior
To Receive Award

···~fAt., f·!OW Mf..NY TIMS'? YOU FLUNKtO

'

'

~.

---------0•---------

Do Yourself A Favor •••

Kwataka, the first men's dormitory and recently the InterAmerican Affairs building, are being torn down. The
buildings have outlived their usefulness and must make
way for campus improvements.
Wrecking crews have already begun their work. The
portals are gone and winds whistle through gaping windows of the 50 year-old structures. The buildings, which
were the beginning of the Pueblo style of architecture
which now dominates the campus, will be missed by alumna
who visit UNM occasionally.
We will also miss the old buildings.

'Virgin Butterfly' and 'Man (;agle' Will Go l..

Nearly 300 Mirages are without owners. Students who pay $5 of
their activity tickets for the annuals have failed to pick them up. It
isn't often that you'll see students throwing $5 away.

l

)

bu Bl Lobo P P P

A New Mexico high school senior
' will be awarded $1000 from the
Alexander Hamilton Bicenten:qial
Commission's scholarship program
March 30 at the Speech Festival at
UNM.
.
Dr. Wayne C. Eubank, UNM
speech dept. chairman, said that
all students entering oratory, ex·
temporaneous speaking, and _debate in the state Festiva) will be
carefully considered for the scholarship,
Eubank said that the high sch0()1
student receiving the highest ratinr
in the three events will be declared
the winner. The largest attendance
in the history of the Fest!val is 1
SHOULD ~e INTI::~eenNc.1TO WAiCH
expected for the March meeting,
..... ..--, -· , ~--- _ ·-- . .
. . ~ ·- M-"'""'"'"""'--"""'"""'"""'--J

..

ON THE WAY down after 50 years of service
are Kwataka Hall (Inter-American Affairs
building, left) and Hokona Hall, the first two
dormitories on campus. Hokona has been un·
occupied for several years. The IAA building
was recently vacated with the offices in the
buUding being moved to the recently remodeled

North Hall. The space the buildings occupy will
be temporarily used for parking space. The two
former dormitories, constructed in 1906, were
"the first campus buildings to use the Pueblo
architecture which is the dominant UNM archi·
tecture. (Staff photo)

50~Year

Old Landmarks
To Disappear from Campus
Hokona Hall and Kwataka Hall sisted of two stories and twelve
(now the Inter-American Affairs suites of rooms, besides bathroom
building), the first two dormitories and parlor..
.
.
at the University of New Mexico The furniture of a smgle smte
which helped to definitely establish consisted of two tables, two straight
the Pueblo style of architecture at and two ro~king chairs, and two
the University, are now in the pro- ?ook cases m .the study room, an
cess of being torn down.
Iron bed, a chatr! and .a dresser and
The space where the two build- ~vashstand combmed m each sleep.
ings rested for 50 years will be mg room. . .
used temporarily for parking lots A pecuhar .Inn?vabon was added
to meet the increasing number of to t~e dormitones, that of solar
automobiles coming on campus.
heating. A tank of water and the
. .
.
. heater were placed on the roof. The
Dr. Wilham George Tight, third water tank was covered with a
president of the Univer~ity ·who mound-shaped roof of cement to
won the fight for the offimal adop- make it adhere to the Pueblo archtion of the. Pueblo st~le. of archi- itecture.
tecture, gu1ded the butlding of the When it was not cold enough outdormitories.
side to use steam heat the sun
Tight's battle for the Pueblo would heat the water. it worked
style cost him his job in 1909, two out so the two systems suppleyears after the two buildings were mented each other perfectly and
completed. The common opinion of saved the University much expense
the time was "If yo11 are going to and trouble.
be consistent, the president and The 1907 Mirage says, "The
faculty should wear Indian blan- buildings and campus of a unikets around their shoulders a~d versity are no less a part of the
feathered coverings on the ll' university than are its professors
heads."
and its students. The buildings
Tight's battle was not in vain. seem actually to partake of the
In 1927, under the presidency of general spirit of the whole, and, to
Dr. James F. Zimmerman, the some extent, impart this spirit to
Board of Regents definitely adopted the succeeding generations of unthe Pueblo style of architecture for dergraduates.''
a new building program.
---------------The completion of the two dormitories was a big event for the stuelg 0
dents of 1906-07. The grand opening brought about a dormitory
e1gns In agaz1ne
sing, a dorm picnic and the prob- Dr J c Russell professor of
lem of giving the buildings names. histo~y 'ha; an artidle in the JanThe 1907 Mirage - the ~chool uary issue of the "Mississippi
annual - relates the soleJ?lmty of Quarterly.'' The article is entitled,
the problem by companng the "Tall Kings· the Height of Medienam!ng o~ the dorms .to that of val English 'Kings.''
nammg ch!ldren. The Mirage states
.
h
that President Tight tried his hand The ar~Icle shows that of t e
at names, but uwith characterist~c twenty kmgs from Edward the
magnanimity acknowledged hts Confessor to H~nry VIII, seven
d f t"
'
were probably SIX feet or more
eT~e 'faculty was called upon for tall. The tallest. was Edwa:d IV
assistance, "but alas, that body who was about SIX feet four mches
could think of nothing better than and the shortest was J~h~, who
Tight Hall _ and this name had measu~;d .ab?u~ fi':e feet. SIX 1~ches.
to be discarded because of the por- The _MISSISSip~I Qua~te~ly now
tent it was liable to convey.''
has as 1ts managmg edito; Harold
Meanwhile the English depart· S. Snellgroye, :-vho received th.e
ment, comp~sed of Miss •Eth.el first. Ph.D. m histor;v at the UmHickey was "gravely revolving m versity of New Mex~co.
her mi~d some pretty Indian leg-----_- - - - - ends she had hem·d, and when bel' Aristides, ridden by 0. Le~is
suggestions were placed before the won the Kentucky De1·by, paymg
school a cheer of joy went up, and $2,850 in 1875.
gladn~ss filled the places whence ~·;.;·.;;;;.
terror grim had sped/'
PERSEO MUSIC
Hokonn, the name selected ~or
the women's dol'rnitory, when mMusician's Service & Supplies
terpreted means, 11Virgin Butter4603 Lomas Boulevard NE
fly ,, and the mens' dorm was
' . Phone 8-2111
na:Ued Kwatalm, which means,
. , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __,
"Man
Tho Eagle.''
original Hokona Hall con- .__.;...,
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"I wanted a career that offered
variety, opportunity and a chance to
work with people," says Lewis William
Post, C.E., Michigan State, 1950.
"That's why I went to work for the
telephone company.
"My initial training-two full years
of it-probed every phase of company
operations and acquainted me with all
of the jobs in the Plant Department,
where I was starting.
4'Toclay, as Plant Engineer, I'm responsible for preventive maintenance
of all field equipment, installation of
new facilities for wire and cable, and
I work with architects and builders
on telephone needs in new buildings.

"Selling's part of my job, too. I
sell ideas-like the wisdom of planning for telephone service when you're
building. Recently I advised an architect and an owner on telephone wiring
and outlets in a new $160,000 :qledical center. I enjoy getting in on the
ground floor of such projects and
making contributions both as a civil
and a telephone engineer.
•
4'ln my area of Chicago there are
80,000 telephones, home and business. More are being added every
day. There's expansion everywhere
in the telephone business-all across
the country. To me, the future looks
unlimited."

Lew Post's career is witll lllinois Bell Telephone
Company. Many interesting career opportuni·
tics exist in other Bell Telepllone Companies,
Bell Telepl10ne Laboratories, WestQrn Electric
and Sandia Corporation. Your placement officer
q~n give you more information about them.
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EngI•IShrLOn tests

Of'fer Cash Pr.lzes.
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SUB Ne~ds Help

Male Clowns Needed

Anyone interested in being co- Any men students interested in
chairman of the special events- being in the clown numba~· for

Sunday nights committee for the Waterloos Fiesta show should conSUB should contact Frank Sears, tact Carol Hill, Hokona
at 5-3839. Numerous openings are within the 'next couple of
Prizes totaling $170.00 will be available not only for special or may attend one of the ""'"'"w~;~
awarded in the Eng·lish depart-ment events but publicity committee which are held every
contest in creative writing for needs membe1·s also.
night at 7:30 in the gym.
1957. All manuscripts must be
turned in to the English Dept. ofby Dick Bibler
fice, Room 102, Bandelier Hall, on
· LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS
or before Monday, April 15.
The Lenna M. Todd memorial
prize contest is for narratives of
any length or kind. The prizes are
$50, first prize; $25, second prize;
$15, third; and $5, fourth.
The Kappa Kappa Gamma Alumnae memorial prize for poetry with
a single awa1·d of $25 is offered to
the writer , of the best poem or .
group of poems.
The Katherine Mather Simms memorial prize essay contest offers a
single prize of $50 for the best
essay of general non-technical interest on some subject relating to
New Mexico by an undergraduate
. who has been a resident at least!
one year. Essays should be from
•
2500 to 5000 words in length.
Each contest is separate and will 1
have separate judges. Each student may enter as many items in a
given contest as he wishes, either
lmder one or more than one pen
name; but every entry should be
painly marked with the name of
the contest for which it is intended.
All manuscripts should be typewritten and double-spaced.
J
Copies of the rules may be obtained at the English Department i
office. Only underg1·aduate students ·
are elig\ble for these contests.

Track Deadline
Set for Friday

Israeli Students
To Visit Campus
A group of Israeli university
st)ldents will be on campus Sunday
and .. Monday. The group includes
musicians, dancers, singers and a
speaker qualified to interpret life
in Israel as it concerns her Biblical
past and her "renaissance" in the
present day.
On Monday they will present a
mixed program of music, dancing,
singing and brief texts depicting
life in present-day Israel. The program will take place at 8 p.m. Admission is free, and the public is
invited.

Breakfast Slated
By Newman Club
The monthly Communion breakfast wil be held Sunday after the
8:30 Mass at the Newman Center.
A guest speaker will be feattlred
after the breakfast.
Tickets are available from Newman Club members or at the Newman Center. The charge is 50 cents
a person.

Hurley ·Will ·Speak
. General Patrick J. Hurley will
speak at the Student Bar Asso- .
ciation luncheon on Friday at 12:30
p.m. at Leonard's. "The Young
Lawyer and the Law" will be his
topic.

s ..

w
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ACROSS FROM UNIVERSITY P ARJ(

GRADUATING ENGINEERS

The Town Club advanced to the
finals .and
place laurels by
18

The women's intramural basket-lO,
ball tournament concluded recently PI Beta Ph1 took third Plll;ce m
with the Las Federales entry add- the tournament on a forf.elt by
.
. fi t
t d'
b Kappa Kappa Gamma m the
mg to thelr rs P1ace s an mg y consolation round. Kappa Kappa
winning the event.
Gamma and Chi Omega finished
Las Feds won the tourney by 1fourth and fifth respectively.

. ·
·
.
:r'he Lob? wresthng team l~ft , Thirteen other. plac~wmners of John Tee!, 6-6 junior fol'Ward,
this . mormng for the Skylme 1956 are back, mcludmg UNM's led the New Mexico basketball var. . wrestling championships, to be Stevens and Tapia to throw the 't . f
.. d. t
ts d
held Friday and Saturday at Lara.'
. ·, .
Sl ; m .ou; maJor epar men
emie, Wyo.
con;ference champi~nship~ ,n~to alspite m1ssmg the last five games
Coach Willis Barnes announced battle for each weight diVlSlon. . ;of the year,
that be would enter a team of Each of th~ seven t~ams wtll Teelled the team in scoring with
seven men in the meet, three more e~ter o~e .man m each .weight class, 334 points, average with 15.8
than UNM has ever taken to the ~tth pamng and see?mg. to be. de- points a game, rebounds with 220,
conference finals. Wyoming, the c1ded. after the welgf!-l~ Fr;day and shooting percentage with 43
WANTED
host team, is also Skyline defend- ~ommg. The first se~ston lS ~rtday per cent from the floor. Sophomore
ing champion in the mat spo1't. mght at 8 l?.m., wtth semi-fin~ls Bob Marlin hit on 82 per cent of
5000 Prescription and Cosmetic Charge Accounts
Four Lobo seniors will be ap- and ~onsolabons Saturday ·after- his free throws for the other major
pearing in their last meet for UNM n?on at 2 p.m. and finals Saturday departmental leadership.
(Our C.P.A. wants us to build up a large charge account sys-A~ Ables~n, Jim Stevens, Paul mght at 8 p.m.
. .
The varsity averaged 64.2 points
tem
that will cut the cost of oul' office operation).
Tapia, and J1m Cramer. Other team
a game but allowed an above nol'·
members making the trip are •Phil . McAuliffe ~as lightweight cham- mal 74.3 points to their opponents
UNM Students, Faculty, Staff and Maintenance Personnel
Vargas, Ray Cramer, and Bob Bur- p10n of Amenca but never held the ·n the 26-game season during which
are Invited to shop at the pharmacy nea1·est to the campus. Just
sey. The squad will not. ente~ .a world crown, his battle for the ~ime UNM won only five games.
say "Charge it, please.''
contestant in the heavyweight d1V1- world title with Jim Carney of The varsity also fouled out 32 men
sion.
.
England ending in a 74 round during the~ season to 11 for the
Have your doctor call 3-4446 for your prescription order. A
Seven Sk~lme schools have en- draw, ih 1885.
opposition.
'
registered
pharmacist will compound your prescription, Immetered teams m the conference meet
diate delivery.
with Montana the only university Player
G
FG
FT
PF· RBD TP Ave.
not participating. Wyoming has Teel
21 312-134 96- 66 57 220 334 15.8
Soda fountain and luncheon service delivered rapidly to
25 190- 74 123-101 60 183 249 10.0
been rated the favorite to repeat Martin
Hokona Hall, Mesa Vista Dorm, fraternity and sorority houses,
as league champion on the basis of *Goodwin
16 190- 67 105- 72 60 138 206 12.8
and to all UNM Offices. Free delivery.
an undefeated dual meet record Lanier
26 230- 75 44- 28 46
81 178 6.8
plus being the home team.
'~<Willmore
16 121- 47 90· 62 52
58 156 9.7
The 'Pokes also gain the favor- Kincaid
21 153- 58 45- 28 62 108 144 7.4
UNIVERSITY REXALL DRUGS
ite's role because of wrestling 1956 Siegel
19
97- 38 66- 53 23
74 129 6.8
national champions Oklahoma A&M Caton
26 122- 35 48- 32 60
59 102 3.9
Karl A. J «;~hnston, Pharmacist
to a 12-12 draw at Laramie Satur- Schuman
18 116- 35 47- 26 42
85
96
5.3
2128 Central SE
Phone 3-4446
day. The Cowboys have won the *Godsy
14
49- 13 39- 25 15
40 , 51
3.6
(Across from Journalism Bldg.)
' .
Skyline crown four times and tied Others
s 29- 9 9- 4 10 25
13 1.6
for it twice in the past seven TEAM TOTALS
· 26 1604-585 703-497 488 1111 1667 64.2
OPPONENTS
26 1803·696 794-539 413 1248 1932 74.3
seasons.
Colorado
~s the
expected
to **"L~e~f~t~t~ea~m~d~u~r~in~g~se::a~s~o~n:_
_________________~~~~~~~~~~~~=~~~~=~~=~~=~~~~~~
take
second A&M
place tn
tourney,
_;
with Utah State a close third.
Brigham Young and Utah are sup"'"
posed to follow the leaders, with
Denver and UNM bringing up the
,•
rear among the eastern division
,..,
teams.
·'
The Lobo matmen have possible
individual titleholders in three entries Jim Stevens at 130 and Paul
Tapi~ at 147 pounds both placed in
the league meet last year, and
could finish with first place crowns.
Jim Cramer, UNM's undefeated
157-pounder, is also given a good
chance for the title in his weight
division.
Five defending titleholders will
again be at the championships.
Denver's Wes DuChemin is a strong
favorite at 130 pounds and Wyoming's unbeaten Stan Wintermote
is after his third 137-lb. title. Paul
Weinhold is the defending 147-lb.
king, but may challenge Wintermote for the 137-lb. crown.
Two other titleholders are wresti I
ling at different weights this seai
I
son - Wyoming's .Jesse Stokes
~ :
won
the 167-lb. title last Mnrch,
i .
but has been wrestling at 177 this
year. Bob Marshall, 177-lb. winn~r
from
Colorado A&M, has spent th1s
I'
campaign as a heavyweight..
!
.

PVou CAN "eep iHE 1(-BECAUse YOU WERe 50 CLSVe~TI-IA1" NO ,
'tiME DURING TH' EXAM WAS.1 ASLe 10 DETECT t40\'t~011 WlRE tti£~Tftl'1,

Director of intramurals Bob ------------=~----
Sweeney • said today that entry
blanks for the spring · intramural
team track meet must be filled out
and turned in to the intramural office not later than Friday by 5 p.m.
Each participant in the track ·
meet must have a physical examination, with a health service slip
signed by the campus doctor attached to the entry blank. A team
may enter two men in each event,
with an altemate in case one of
the other two entries is scratched.
An individual entry may enter
no mol'e than two track events or
two field events, with a maximum
of three events in all. A team must
have a minimum number of eight
men for entry points.
Events scheduled for the track
meet, set for March 13 and 14, include 120-yard high hurdles, 220yard low hurdles, 100-yard dash,
220-yard dash, 440-yard dash, 880yard dash, and the mile run,
Other events are the 880-yard
relay, pole vault, shot put, high
jump, broad jump, and the discus
throw.

UniversityWill L;nter Seven Teel Paces Lobos Las Federales Wins !~~;~:z;9~::~f:::~;p~:~G~~~~J.
t
T
C
Ch
.
h.
I
f•
age
ournamen
se~ond
l
W
In rest lng
am pions. 1p n lnol totiStiCS
~~f~:t~gp~~1.16~~ega,.
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Pick the Pack that Suits You Best !

----·--

SENIORS
Research, development, and production activities at Northrop Aircraft,
Inc., in Southern California, create a continuous demand for young men
who wish to build a permanent career in engineering und science. In addition to a diversified production program in its several plants, Northrop
is engaged in many viw.lly important, classified projects necessary to our
country's defense

If your training qualifies you for positions in the categories listed below
. .. if you want to settle in the Los Angeles area and work in Northrop's
new multi-million-dollar engineering center ... if you want to build a successful career in one of America's foremost research, development and production organizations .•. if you want to enjoy many outstanding benefits
that are unexcelled in the industry, including Company-paid 'life, health,
and accident insurance, two weeks and two days annual vacation plus
an extra week at Christmas, both'with full pay ... if you want to work
where yottr ability will be &01lthma/ly encom·agcd •.. please contact your
school's placement office and make an appointment for an interview with
·
one of Northrop's representatives.

Orders for
Caps and Gowns
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I''
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Graduation
Announcements
Newest, modern box. Crush-proof.
Closes tight! Flavor stays in • .'. everything else stays out.

Are Now in Stock

-

Come
TllESE li'IELDS OFFER CHALLENGING OPPOR/l'UNITIES
AERONAUTICAL llNGINEERlNG • MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
llLllCl'RICAL J!NGINEERING • ELEC'I'RONIC ENGINEtlRING • CHEMIS'I'R\'

Get

full exciting flavor

'Em

••• PLUS THE PURE WHITE MIRACLE TIP

ASSOCIATED STUDENTS

Yes, you are free to choose ••• only wherr you smoke
modern L&M. And only L&M gives you the flavor. • •

BOOKSTORE
.

NORTHROP AIRCRAFT, INC.
li.A.~VTHOitNE!,

CAI,IFODNI.A.

Ever-popular handy L&M packs!
America's fastest-growing King •.. largest-selling Regular filter.

Smoke modern L&M and always get

and

PHYSICS • MATHEMATICS • CIVIL ENGINEERING

Campus interviews will be conducted by Mr. Charles Griffith, Engi•
neering Personne~ Representative of 1-!ortbrop Aireraft, Inc., on Friday,
March 8th, at Umvennty of New Mex1co Engineering' Placement Office •

u

'

the full, exciting flavor that makes I..&M • • •

ol%7, L!cc&rr & Mn•• 'l'on•cco Co.

AMERICA'S FASTEST GROWING CIGARE"E
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Dairy to Sponsor
Ad layout Contest

LITTU MAN ON CAMPUS

by Dick· Bibler

NEW MEXICO LOBO

STU D Y I N M EX I C 0
MEXICO CITY COLLEGE
(Approved for'Veterans) .

THE VOICE OF THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

An advertising layout contest
sponsored by Creamland Dairies
International Faculty
Year-1·ound Ideal Climate
and the Prince Adve1tising agency
is open to all UNM students. Prizes
WORKSHOP FOR TEACHERS: Julyl-August9
of $15 will be awarded twice each
month for the best designs.
SPECIAL SUMMER SESSIONS: June 11 to July 16
The subject for the ad layouts is
·
July 18 to August 28
to be the Creamland Dairy store at
2004 Wyoming N.E. Pictures of
any dairy products may be used in
Emphasis on: SPANISH, LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES,
designs. Interior or exterior picFOREIGN TRADE, HISTORY, CREATIVE
tures of the store also may be used.
WRITING,
ANTHROPOLOGY, FINE
The following special featuies of
ARTS,
INTERNATIONAL
RELATIONS
the dairy store may be incorporated in the ad copy:
a wide variety of fountain conGrants B.A. and M.A. degrees
coctions is available;
extra high quality beefburgers;
FALL Quarter-early October to l:.'lte December
only child's menu in town, unique
WINTER Quarter- early.January to mid-March
for circus style plus animal illusSPRINE Quarter -late March to mid-June
trations;
.
it is not a drive-in or drive-up
store;
comfortable, modern, friendly
Information Dean of Admissions
atmosphere;
Mexico City College
complete line of dairy products
Km.
16,
Carretera Mexico-Tocula
available;
Mexico 10, D. F.
Creamland credit cards honored
- eat now - pay later.
The ad layouts should be four
"-AND WHSN IT FA\.\.5 0~ 1He f'AF'SR rr 6TAMP5 A 131G l(i:D'f'."
inches
wide andads
eight
inches
Prize-winning
will
be deep.
pub- -·------------------------------"~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
lished in the LOBO. Students should
•
bring their entries to the LOBO
office by March 15 for the first
judging, by March 30 for the second, April 15 for the third and
April 30 for the fourth. The last
judging will be made on entries
submitted by May 10. Students mar
cooperate on fashioning a design
Mathematics is an ancient but ever-advancing science that contains many
if they wish.
forms. It shouldn't surprise you then that it took some time before John
Judging will be done by Brad
Jackson discovered the one brand of mathematics that seemed culitom•
Prince and the Creamland Dairies
tailored to his ability and temperament. John is an Applied Science Repremanagement. The finished art work
will be handled by the Prince Adsentative, working out of the IBM office at 122 East 42nd Street, N. Y. C.
vertising agency.
Additional information may be
obtained from the LOBO business
mathematical background in both of
First of all, what's it all about'? What
The aircraft people decided that they
manager, room 205, Journalism
those areas. It was not until he was
does a fellow like John Jackson do
couldn't afford to wait that long, so
building.
interviewed by IBM that field comall day? In his own words, "I keep
they called in IBM. After discussion
puting whetted his scientific appetite.
in touch with the executives of many
with top executives, John helped to
A few months later, John launched
different companies-advising them
map out a computer program that
his own IBM career as an Applied
on the use of their IBM electronic
saved the organization over 100 days
Science trainee.
data processing computers. I personPeople from all fields and vocaally consult with these customers,
Promotionwise, John has come a
tions who are interested in a year
and
analyze their scientific and techlong way since that time. He's now
of living and learning in Denmark,
nical problems for solution by IBM.
Norway or Sweden are urged to
an Applied Science Representative in
,submit applications to the ScandiOccasionally, I'm asked to write
one of the busiest, most responsible
naivan Seminar, 127 East 73rd St.,
papers, and give talks and demonoffices in the IBM organization ••.•
New York 21, before the April 1st
strations
on
electronic
computing.
mid-town Manhattan.
deadline.
All in all, it's pretty fascinating •••
The Scandinavian Seminar is open
With his wife, Katherine, and
something new pops up every day."
to college juniors for a junior-yeardaughter. Lisa, 20 months, and John,
abroad and to all young people
In other words, John is a full-fledged
with a college degree or the equivacomputing expert, a consultant •••
lent in ·work experience. Teachers,
and a very important person'in this
professors and others with an inMapping out a computer program
terest in the field of education may
also apply.
of pencil-chewing, nail-biting arithThe Seminar fee of $925 covers
metic. Later, for this same company,
tuition, room and board for nine
John organized the establishment of
months from August to lVI:ay, as
computer systems for aircraft perwell as language-study :records.
formance
predictions • • • for data
Round-trip trans-Atlantic travel
plus travel in Scandinavia can be
reduction of wiil.d tunnel tests .•• and
done for $500 (minimum).
for wing stress analysis. At the same
time, he worked with this company's
Open House Slated
DlscussiJ1g a problem with colleagues
own employ.ees, training them in the
Town Club, women's social oruse of IBM equipment. John still
Jr., 6 weeks, he enjoys his suburban
ganization, will hold open house toCalling on a customer
drops
around
to
see
that
everything
Port Washington home. He's happy
morrow night from 7:30 to 9 in
is
running
smoothly.
and he's satisfied. And then, too, John
building T-20 for all university
coming age of automation through
males.
electronics.
Another service that John performs' knows a few vital statistics about
IBM • • . such as the fact that the
is the constant reappraisal of each
Since the IBM laboratories are
Applied Science Division has quadcustomer's IBM operation. Occasionalways devising easier and faster ways
rupled during the past three years,
ally, a customer may tie himself in
to solve the problems of science, govand that in 1956 alone, over 70 proknots over a procedural "stickler."
ernme"'\ and industry, an Applied
motions
were conferred. If ever a
Periodically, in fact, John brings
Science Representative can never say
future held promise, here is one.
IBM customers together ••. just to
he's learned his job and that's the
talk over what's happening in each
• • •
end "of it. At least once every two
other's
business-how
everybody
else
IBM hopes that this message will help
months, he attends seminars to be
to give you some idea of what a matheupdated on the latest developments in *" handled that old bugaboo in any
matician
can do at IBM. There are equal
industry
.••
details.
•
engineering and operations research.
opportunities for E.E.'s, M.E.'s, physi•
New field for Mathematicians
cists and Liberal Arts ·majors in IBM's
Introduces new methods
many divisions-Research, Product DeJohn is exercising his mathematical
During the two years that John
velopment, Manufacturing Engineering,
know~how in a field that was prachas spent with IBM in Applied SciSales and Technical Services. Why not
drop in and discuss IBM with your Placetically
unheard
of
ten
years
ago.
Even
ence, he has guided innumerable IBM
ment
Director? He can supply our latest
now, thi'3 kind of work may be news
customers to new and better ways of
brochure
and tell you when IBM. will
to you. It was to John ~rackson a few
doing things electronically. l!~or exnext interview on your campus. Mean.years back when he was an under·
ample: about a year ago, a leading
while, IBM will be happy to answer your
questions.Justwriteto Mr. P. H. Bradley,
graduate at the University of Coloaircraft manufacturer wanted to exIBM,
Room 8701, 590 Madison Avenue
rado. At that time, he was considering
periment with a radically different
New York 22, N.Y.
We Take Trade-Ins
actuarial work or mathematical redesign for a nuclear reactor. Although
search. But John liked the excitement
the basic format had been established,
WILLIAMS STATIONERY
INTERNATIONAL
and diversification of science c.nd intheprojectstill required many months
BUSINESS MACHINES
4314 Lomas NE
dustry and he wanted to use his
of toil with mathematical equations.
CORPORATION
•
/
Phone 5-7033

•

What a MATHEMATICIAN
can do at IBM

Training Available
For Scandinavia
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Manager Fired
Sixteen campus organizations
asked to be placed on the 1957-58
Associated Students budget at the
weeldy student council meeting
Tuesday night.
The organizations asked for a
total of $10.39 from · the student
activity ticket of $10.50. Each organization applied for a certain
amount from each activity ticket.

Publications Panel
Drops Goetzman;
Asks for Editors

